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The holiday season is marketed as a time of great happiness and cheer but it 
can also be a time of immense stress for many people. Here are four tips to 
help deal with the stress during this busy time of year. 
Have realistic expectations - There can be a great amount of pressure to have 
the perfect Christmas but this is not realistic to hold onto this ideal. Things 
may not go to plan such as a new recipe not turning out or a relative saying 
something that really offends you. Try to let the little things go and focus on 
the larger picture of enjoying the holidays even though they may not be 
entirely perfect. Families also grow and change so keep this in mind that 
traditions and rituals may change as well. 
Surround yourself with people who make you feel happy. Make sure to set 
aside time to spend with those friends and family who you enjoy spending in 
their company. If you do not have many people around for support then 
perhaps you can try to volunteer and get involved in giving back to the 
community so you are surrounded with others who are caring and want to 
help others. There are many other people you may know that may like to get 
together for a meal over the holidays—lots of people are living away from 
family and friends so you may be surprised how many other people in your 
social circles such as friends, acquaintances, neighbours, co-workers, who 
would be very happy to arrange a time to gather over the holidays. 
Try to accept people for who they are - The holiday stress is often due to the 
friction and stress of relationships. Even though you may not like the way 
someone behaves or their specific beliefs, try to put those differences aside 
for just one day. Avoid certain triggers and conversations which may lead to 
conflict. For the sake of the others and your own mental health, try to accept 
others for who they are. If there is a history of conflict then try your best to 
be cordial and choose to put aside those differences for another time for 
discussion. If you are feeling very stressed then take a break to regroup so 
that you do not get too stressed. Also try to be understanding towards others 
if they are feeling upset and/or anxious since the holidays are a time where 
others may also be feeling tense and depressed with all the demands and 
expectations. 
Learn to say no and set boundaries when needed - There may be many 
activities and functions around the holiday season so it is okay to say no if you 
are feeling overwhelmed and cannot attend everything. If you say yes to 
particular things which you are not keen to do then you may feel very 
resentful, which will not make you happy. Friends, family and colleagues are 
aware that there are many demands during the festive season so it is not 
possible to attend every function. It is also important to think about setting 
boundaries with family and friends if you do not want to partake in all 
festivities on offer. Perhaps you want to spend time with your own family 
before going over to the parents or in-laws, so try to be clear but thoughtful 
when informing others that you may not be able to participate fully in the 
way they would like. It is important to focus on what you feel is best for your 
own family’s mental health rather than going along to something that you do 
not want to do and thus feeling resentful. Sometimes others will not 
understand or agree with your choices but this is not something that you have 
to take on board since you have a right to spend your time as you wish.  
Source:   http://www.mentalhealth.asn.au/our-resources/wellbeing-factsheets 
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The unexamined 

life is not worth 

living 

Socrates 

http://www.mentalhealth.asn.au/our-resources/wellbeing-factsheets


 

 

 

Australia Day Celebration - 

Supporting the Homeless  

 

  

 

  
 Five Ways to Make Your Breaks Truly Refreshing 
 Get Social - Share the joy of mentally refreshing with a friend. Research 

has shown that reaching out to those close to us is one of the quickest and 
most effective methods of combatting a bad mood. 
Focus - Any sort of mindfulness practice is another sure fire winner when it 
comes to boosting your clarity and mental horsepower in a short amount 
of time. 
Nap - Reams of research indicates a quick cat nap of 20-minutes or so can 
seriously boost your productivity. Just ask Google, Nike and Zappos, all of 
whom encourage employees to snooze as needed. 
Go Green - Humans didn’t evolve to sit in beige offices all day, so it 
probably shouldn’t surprise us that studies indicate even five minutes 
outside in nature can improve your mood. As Harvard Health points out, 
getting your daily dose of the great outdoors can also increase your ability 
to concentrate and boost your reserves of disease-fighting Vitamin D. 
Art Break - You don’t need to be skillful at artistic pursuits to use them to 

clear your mind and make you smile. Quick bursts of creativity like "draw or 

color (especially if you think you’re not artistic)" and "three minute dance 

party!" 
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Swags for Homeless is an 
accredited charity in Australia that 
provides the  Backpack Bed to 
1000’s of homeless, to improve the 
health, dignity and comfort of 
those sleeping on our streets. 

More info at http://swags.org.au  
RSVP:  20th January 2015 

(essential for catering purposes) 

Contact Eve Barboza 

barbozaea@ozemail.com.au  

Day: Sunday 25th January 2015 
Time: 12 noon to 5 pm 
Place: 1 Medway Street Bexley  
Dress: Come dressed as an Aussie 
tourist  
Donation: $25.00 – Barbeque 
Lunch - Door prizes, Trivia 
Charity Bazaar:  
Silent Auction /Lucky Dip Prizes / 

Raffle: all proceeds will go towards 

supporting the homeless  

Let me “Quote” you 
 

Nothing is softer or more 

flexible than water, yet 

nothing can resist it. 

Lao Tzu 

 

Stay committed to your 

decisions, but stay 

flexible in your 

approach.  

Tony Robbins 

 

Be not afraid of going 

slowly, be afraid only of 

standing still.  

Chinese proverb 

 

Learn from yesterday, 

live for today, hope for 

tomorrow.  

Anonymous 

Knowing yourself is the beginning of all wisdom. Aristotle 

Upcoming Workshops Papers Presentations 

FEMININE PSYCHOLOGY: MATURE GODDESS WITHIN -  In a youth 

orientated, male dominated society women over fifty are usually invisible 
until now. Women who came of age during the feminist movement in the 
sixties and seventies have been rejecting stereotypes, exploring new 
possibilities and challenging old limitations. Using archetypal goddesses 
we explore the diversity and complexity of the feminine psychology of the 
mature woman ‘the crone’. As more women cross the threshold into the 
third phase of their life their competence, independence, experiences and 
resources can be used to celebrate their post-menopausal zest and juicy 
crone years. 
Tuesday 17

th
 March 2015 - 12:15 to 1:15 pm – WEA - To enroll contact 

Phone: 92642781 Fax: 92676988 Web: www.weasydney.nsw.edu.au 

http://www.inc.com/jessica-stillman/how-to-bust-a-bad-mood.html
http://www.inc.com/jessica-stillman/how-to-bust-a-bad-mood.html
http://www.inc.com/jessica-stillman/secrets-of-the-perfect-nap.html
http://www.inc.com/jessica-stillman/secrets-of-the-perfect-nap.html
http://www.rodalenews.com/natural-mood-elevator
http://www.rodalenews.com/natural-mood-elevator
http://www.health.harvard.edu/newsletters/Harvard_Health_Letter/2010/July/a-prescription-for-better-health-go-alfresco
http://www.health.harvard.edu/newsletters/Harvard_Health_Letter/2010/July/a-prescription-for-better-health-go-alfresco
http://swags.org.au/
mailto:barbozaea@ozemail.com.au
http://www.weasydney.nsw.edu.au/
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WORK AND TIME MANAGEMENT – Time is a valuable commodity that needs to 

be managed effectively.  Be aware of your current time management habits and 
learn how to effectively and efficiently manage your time by identifying goals, 
recognizing obstacles and discovering new techniques.  Friday 27

th
 February 

2015 - 9.30 to 4.30 pm - WEA - To enroll contact Phone: 92642781 Fax: 
92676988 Web: www.weasydney.nsw.edu.au  

EXPLORING THE CAREER YOUR PERSONALITY PREFERS -  Does your current job 

match your personality preferences?  Do you experience stress or dissatisfaction 
working against the grain of your personality?  Personality measures like the 
Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) help you increase your understanding of 
your work preferences and your unique contribution to the workplace.  The 
more you understand about yourself and your interests and values the better 
your decisions will be in selecting and developing a career or job that best fits 
you as an individual.  Participants will leave this workshop with an action plan 
for their future career exploration.  Wednesdays 4

th
 February to 11

th
 March 

2015 (6 weeks) - 5.30 to 7.30 pm - WEA - To enroll contact Phone: 92642781 
Fax: 92676988 Web: www.weasydney.nsw.edu.au 

DEVELOP YOUR PERSUASION SKILLS - Being able to influence and persuade 

effectively to guide other peoples thinking, decisions or actions are core skills 
that everyone needs.  Some people appear to have a knack for influencing 
others to get them to understand their perspective. You too can learn the art of 
influence and persuasion which is based on an understanding of the psychology 
of persuasion which sits behind our willingness to be influenced.   This course 
will explore your interaction and influencing style, some fundamental principles 
of influence and persuasion and some practical techniques to develop simple 
influencing strategies that can be applied to engage, motivate or influence 
others at work. 

Friday 20th March - 9.30 to 4.30 pm - WEA - To enroll contact Phone: 
92642781 Fax: 92676988 Web: www.weasydney.nsw.edu.au  

 

 

Centre of Lifelong 

Learning and 

Development 

COLLAD 

Events and programs for 
people interested in 
personal development 
self improvement & life 
long learning 

Fundraising Events 
- Halloween 
- Thanksgiving 
- Australia Day 
- Christmas in July 

Meetings:  
- Book Club 
- Film Appreciation 
- Writers Group 

Creative Activities:  
- Play shops 
- Artist Way Courses 
- Crafty Activities 

Now on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/ 
COLLAD  

Contact us to find out 
more about some new 
activities we will be 
launching shortly. 
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http://www.weasydney.nsw.edu.au/
http://www.weasydney.nsw.edu.au/
http://www.weasydney.nsw.edu.au/
http://www.facebook.com/%0bCOLLAD
http://www.facebook.com/%0bCOLLAD
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AN INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY- Psychology is the science of behaviour. 

What makes people do what they do and the way that they do it? Learn 
about psychology as a science and as the foundation for techniques of 
psychological analysis. Cover basic techniques in psychology, human 
development, learning processes, decision-making, motivation and 
intelligence. 

Mondays 2nd February to 23rd March 2015 (8 weeks) - 12.00 to 2.00 
pm - WEA - To enroll contact Phone: 92642781 Fax: 92676988 Web: 
www.weasydney.nsw.edu.au  

SAD MAD OR BAD- INTRODUCTION TO ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY- What 

makes some behaviour acceptable and normal and others dysfunctional and 
abnormal?  How can we decide whether someone is sad, mad or bad? This 
course examines psychological problems and how we treat them in our 
society.  We will explore the role of environmental stress, genetics and other 
possible causes of these dysfunctional behaviours.  Using examples from films 
we will examine contemporary issues in dysfunctional behaviour such as 
anxiety, depression, substance abuse and sexual disorders. 

Mondays 2nd February to 23rd March 2015 (8 weeks) - 5.30 to 7.30 pm 
- WEA - To enroll contact Phone: 92642781 Fax: 92676988 Web: 
www.weasydney.nsw.edu.au  

PSYCHOLOGY OF SELF AWARENESS – ‘Who am I really?’ is a 
fundamental question most people ask during their lifetime.  Discovering your 
sense of self is a lifelong process.  Knowing who you are, accepting yourself 
and expressing yourself authentically are critical for fulfilling your life’s 
potential.  By using reflective techniques, group discussion and experiential 
exercises you will explore the issues of personal identity, self-awareness and 
self-acceptance. 

Saturday 21st February - 9.30 to 4.30 pm - WEA - To enroll contact 
Phone: 92642781 Fax: 92676988 Web: www.weasydney.nsw.edu.au  

FINDING AND BUILDING ON YOUR STRENGTHS - Most of us devote more time 

to fixing our shortcomings than to developing our strengths not recognising 
that we have several times more potential for growth when we invest energy 
in developing our strengths instead of correcting our deficiencies. This course 
will help you to discover your strengths – what you do best and love to do 
and explore how to apply them and take action to be more confident, to 
achieve your goals and to be sustainably happy  

Saturday 7th March 2015 - 9.30 to 4.30 pm - WEA - To enroll contact 
Phone: 92642781 Fax: 92676988 Web: www.weasydney.nsw.edu.au  

COMMUNICATING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE - The first key to communicating 

with people who are difficult is to identify any personal barriers to either 
expressing ourselves or listening to others.  We explore some of these 
barriers and cover some techniques to overcome them and to clear our 
communication pathways.  The second key to communicating in difficult 
situations is to understand what the motivation and tactics of other difficult 
people. You will learn how to handle people who can make your life difficult 
by ignoring, interrupting, criticising and venting their anger against you.  This 
course will provide you with simple and practical techniques so that you can 
deal with difficult people more effectively and achieve positive outcomes. 

Saturday 28th March 2015 - 9.30 to 4.30 pm WEA - To enroll contact 
Phone: 92642781 Fax: 92676988 Web: www.weasydney.nsw.edu.au   

 

Contact Us 
By phone (02) 93875216 
Mobile: 0416216793 
 
By E-mail: 
barbozaea@ozemail.com.au 
 
By Mail: PO Box K432 
 Haymarket NSW 1240 
 
Website: 
www.wholisticlearning.com.au 

 

Our personal development 
courses translate current 
psychological theory and 
research into a practical and 
easy to understand format. 
Participants are encouraged to 
move at their own pace in an 
environment of safety and 
reflection. 

These courses are experiential 
and assist people to increase 
personal insights and improve 
their lives. We use a wide 
variety of learning methods in 
all our courses and encourage 
participants to learn from each 
other in an atmosphere of 
enjoyment and personal 
growth. 

We work with other training 
providers who are like minded 
and share our philosophy of 
providing accessible and cost 
effective learning for 
individuals wanting to increase 
their personal skills. 

  WWLL  

    Wholistic Learning 
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